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Abstract
In this paper we describe our experience in designing,
implementing and using multistrategy approaches to
machine learning. In particular, the system SMART+,
WHY and REGAL, each one interpreting
"multistrategy" in a different way, will be briefly
described, and the lessons learned from their
realization commentedupon.

1 Introduction
With the growing complexity of the applications of
machine learning systems, there has been an increasing
need of exploiting the power of multiple (or hybrid)
approaches to their development,and several projects have
been devoted to this research line. Eventhoughthere is no
general agreement on what multistratesy really means,
efforts have been madeto find out an adequate definition;
for example,Michalski (1991) proposes to classify learning
methods according to a set of "lmowledgetransmutation"
processes.
Independentlyof a precise definition, a wide variety of
learning approaches and systems can be considered
included in the category; they differ for what they meanfor
"strategy" or for the implemented type of interaction
amongstrategies. However,they all share the basic fact
that at some architectural level different components
cooperate to achieve a learning task.
In a learning system, multiple strategies can cooperate
according to a variety of configurations and interactions.
One of the simplest ways to achieve cooperation is the
Toolboxidea. In Figure 1 the Selection case is described: a
numberof "strategies" Si (1< i < M)workon (or are related
to) the same learning problem(aspect) P. The result Rj
the "best", accordingto a given criterion, amongthe results
given by each one of" the strategies. The choice can be done
before using the S~’s (ex ante selection), if a-priori
information is available, or after using the St’s (ex post
selection).

Selection ] ex-post
SELECTION

Figure 1 - Toolbox (Selection). Only one amongthe
strategies Si (1~ i < M)has to be chosen. This selection
can be done before or after the strategies have been
used.
A toolbox with selection approach is described in
(Kodratoff
et al.,
1992), where a number
algorithms/systems, oriented to learn rules, concepts, or
classes, or combinationsof these, are offered; the choice is
based, amongother parameters, on the type of sought
knowledgerepresentation and on the target learning task.
In this case, the strategies
correspond
to
algorithms/systems.
A modification of the above schemais the Toolbox with
Integration, representedin Figure2: the "strategies" Si (I_<
i < M)again workon (or are related to) the samelearning
problem(aspect) P. Theresult R is a function f(R t ..... RM)
of the results obtainedby all the strategies.
Anexampleof this kind of toolbox integration is given
by Drobnic and Gains (1993), who try to combine the
results of alternative classification systems to obtain a
single final decision.
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Finally, whendifferent phases or aspects of subproblems
cannot be isolated, all the strategies work together, as
reported in Figure 4, and this cooperationresults in a Tight
Integration.
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Figure 2 - Toolbox(Integration). The global results
a combination of the results obtained by all the
strategies Si (1 < i < M).

Figure 4 - Tight Integration. The result is provided by
the joint workof all the strategies.

In the toolbox approach, the strategies
St work
independently, in the sense that each one of them can
achieve the commongoal by itself, and all of them could
be possibly run in parallel. A tighter modelof cooperation
is Sequential Cooperation, represented in Figure 3.
According to this schema, each strategy works (possibly
iteratively) during a different phase Ph~ of the problem
solution, according to a fixed temporal/logical order. The
final result is the result providedby the last strategy in the
chain.

Also a mixture of the described schemesis possible. For
instance, the boosting algorithm AdaBoost (Freud
Schapire, 1995; Dietterich, Kearns & Mansour, 1996)
combines the sequential cooperation and toolbox with
integration schemes, in the special case in which all the
strategies axe the sameone, consisting of a run of a (weak)
learning algorithm; each run is madeon a modification of
the original training examplesdistribution, combiningthen
the hypotheses generated at each run through a threshold
majority voting.

2 ThreeMultistrategy LearningSystems
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Figure 3 - Sequential Cooperation. The global results
is suppliedby the last strategy, SM,in the chain.
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In this section we briefly describe the learning systems
SMART+,WHYand REGAL,and discuss the reasons
underlying the choice of a multistrategy approach for each
one of them.
2.1 The system SMART+
SMART+
(Botta & Giordana, 1993) is a multistrategy
learning tool derived from the learning system MLSMART(Bergadano, Giordana & Saitta, 1991). The
system top-down learns concepts, expressed as a set of
classification rules in First OrderLogic, starting froma set
of training examplesand a backgroundtheory.
Multistrategy occurs in SMART+
at several levels. First
of all, different inference schemes are integrated:
induction, deduction and abduction. Given a domaintheory
and a definition of the target concept, deduction is first
used as muchas possible, in an EBLmanner, to set up the
frontier of a search tree, whosenodes are then expandedby
induction until a halt condition on the quality of the leaves
is reached.
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Induction adds to the hypotheses under construction
subformulas in the specified hypothesis language. During
this process, the domaintheory mayalso be used to guide
the addition of subformulas,taking into consideration their
occurrence in the theory. Let, for instance, the domain
theory T contain the two rules describing the stability of a
cup:
T = {stable(x) ~-- part-of(x,y) ^ flat(y) ^ bottom(y);
stable(x) ~-- part-of(x,y) ^support(y)Apart-of(x,w)
body(w)^ above(w,
and let
h = light(x) A fiat(y) ^ bottom(y)
be the current hypothesis, to be further specialized. Then,
using the theory in an abductive way, we can suppose that
the subformula g = fiat(y) ^ bottom(y) occurring
suggests the presence of the concept stable(x), which can
be substitute to g in h. If the resulting formula is too
general, then stable(x) can be expandedwith the second
the two clauses, obtaining thus the newhypothesis:
h’ = light(x) ^ part-of(x,y) A support(y) ^ part-of(x,w)
body(w)
^ above(w,
This process maysubstantially reduce the numberof trials
of adding newpredicates one at a time.
Whenexpanding the search tree, alternative search
strategies are available: best-first,
deep-first with
backtracking or beamsearch (hill climbing as a special
case). These strategies are in alternative, and only one of
themcan be selected for a given run.
Also the criterion for evaluating a hypothesis can be
selected amonga set of available ones: information gain, a
statistical evaluation of the hypothesis’ completenessand
consistency, abducibility in the domaintheory (i.e., ratio
between the numberof literals in the hypothesis body and
numberof them occurring in the theory), and, finally,
combinationof the preceding ones.
Considering the kind of data that SMART+
can handle,
examples can be described by both categorical
and
numerical attributes, so as to combine a numerical and
symbolic approach to learning. In particular, numerical
attributes are discretized by meansof fuzzy sets, in order to
avoid singularities in the behavior at the discretization
points. Finally, the fuzzy sets introduced for each
numerical attribute may contain numerical parameters,
determining their position and span. The values of these
parameters are optimized in two phases: during the
hypothesis construction, based on information local to the
current node of the search tree, and after a complete
hypothesis has been found. At this point, a genetic

algorithm further optimizes the parameter values, taking
into consideration global information.
By summarizing, SMART+
exploits multistrategy at the
level of reasoning strategies,
by means of a tight
integration scheme. The same kind of integration exists
between the numerical and symbolic approaches. On the
other hand, SMART+
behaves as a toolbox with selection
with respect to the choice of a search strategy and the
hypothesis evaluation criterion. Finally, sequential
cooperation exists between the symbolic paradigmand the
genetic one.
At the beginning,
the system ML-SMARTonly
exploited induction with depth-first search strategy, and
had a fixed evaluation criterion; moreover,the fuzzy sets
for numerical attributes were defined manually by an
expert. For the first applications handled, such as
recognition of simple images and of speech sounds, the
facilities offered by the system were sufficient. As the
range and complexity of the applications increased, new
requirements wore imposedby the end user.
One of the most important was the possibility
of
explaining the learned knowledge. In order to offer this
possibility,
the learning system must use a-priori
knowledgeof the domain, so that inference mechanisms,
suitable to exploit this knowledge,have to be incorporated
in the system. The availability of domainknowledge, if
effectively used, can also provide a strong reduction in the
amountof search to be done, focalizing the search towards
promising regions.
The need of integration between the numerical and
symbolicapproacheshas its root in the kind of data to be
handled in real-world domains, wherethis co-occurrence is
quite frequent. As continuous and categorical features may
interact, it is necessary that the same learning algorithm
can treat both at the sametime, introducing the necessity of
sometype of discretization. Integration betweennumerical
and symbolic is realized, in SMART+,
through a sequential
integration type, as the definition of the fuzzy sets (apart
from their optimization) precedes the search of the
hypothesis
space.
Regarding
thesearchstrategies
andtheevaluation
criteria,
thepossibility
ofoffering
a choice
wasmotivated
bythedesire
torender
thesystem
asflexible
aspossible,
at
a lowprogramming
expense.
Moreover,
themultiplicity
of
possibilities
letSMART+
beabletosimulate
otherexisting
approaches,
suchas thetypeof searchimplemented
in
decision
trees
construction.
Thereasons
of usinga genetic
algorithm
toperform
the
final optimization are the samethat wereat the basis of the
system REGAL,
and will be discussed later.
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Figure 5 - WHY’sarchitecture. The system is provided with a causal model of the domain and a phenomenological
theory and is constituted by two modules: the LEARNER
and the REFINER.The LEARNER
interprets and explains a
set of classified examples,and generates a knowledgebase of heuristic rules, allowing classification of newexamplesto
be made upon recognition of specific premises. The REFINER
individuates errors and incompleteness both in the
knowledgebase and in the causal and phenomenologicaltheories.

2.2

The system

WHY

WHY
is a system that learns and refines a knowledgebase
for classification tasks, using a causal model of the
domain, C, a set of examples and a phenomenological
theory, P, describing concrete manifestations of abstract
concepts occurring in C. The system, whosearchitecture is
described in Figure 5, can also be used in a semi-automated
way, allowing a direct interaction with a human user
(Baroglio, Botta & Saitta, 1994; Saitta, Botta & Neri,
1993).
The representation of all kinds of knowledgeused by
WHY
is based on a First Order Logic language L. The
causal modelC is represented, at the logical level, as a
network. Nodesin the networkare either pr/mary (ellipses)
or accessory (rectangles and clouds). Primary nodes
correspond to processes or system states and a subset of
these nodes contains the first causes (shaded nodes).
Accessory nodes represent either constraints on causal
links (rectangles) or contexts (clouds), i.e., conditionsto
satisfied by the environment.In Figure 6 a causal network
describing heat transfer phenomena
is represented.
The phenomenological theory P contains structural
information, definitions of ontologies, general knowledge
and a set of rules describing manifestations associated to
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abstract concepts. The theory P contains also the links
between the causal network C and the classes, which the
examples belong to. Examples of pieces of information
containedin P are the following ones:
CONDUC’I’ION(x,y)~ OBJ(x)AOBJ(y) ^ CONTACr(x,y)
HEAT-SOURCE(x)
~ fire(x)
GOOD-HEAT-COND(x) ~ METAL(x)
CONTACr(x,y)~adjacent(x,y)vpart-of(x,y) v inside(x,y)
METAL(x)
¢= lead(x)vtin(x)vgold(x)viron(x)
The target knowledge base K consists of a set of
classification rules, derived from the causal network. For
instance, fromC, the followingrule can be learned (x and
denote objects, while T and U denote temperatures):
V x,y [3T,U{OBJ(x)
diff(x,y)
T

^

OBJ(y)

^

HERMAL-GAP(x,y,T,U)^ -, HEAT-SOURCE(x)
GOOD-HEAT-COND(y)
^ -, HEAT-SOURCE(y)
",CHANGING-STATE(x)A",CHANGING-STATE(y
THERMAL-EQUILIBRIUM(x,y)]
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Figure 6- A causal modelC describing heat transfer phenomena.

Four basic reasoning mechanismsare integrated into the
system WHY:induction,
deduction, abduction and
prediction. Induction is used when the domaintheory is
incomplete, and is performed by a call to the system
SMART+.
Deduction is used to build up a data structure
called the justification forest, containing links between
concrete manifestations and abstract predicates; this forest
is a generalization of the explanation tree in EBL. The
causal modelcan be searched either from effects to causes
(search for an explanation via abduction) or from causes to
effects (prediction of consequencesvia deduction).
The system can learn both in one step, from a set of
examples, or incrementally, by analyzing one exampleat a
time and updating correspondingly the target knowledge,if
necessary. It can also refine a knowledgebase, acquired
either by itself or supplied by an external source, for
instance by an expert. Finally, a semi-automated theory
revision is possible, via an interaction with a humanexpert.
WHY
was designed as an alternative improvementof MLSMART,
originated by an explicit request by the end user
of a complex application
of mechanical diagnosis
(Giordana et al., 1993). In fact, it seemedimportant, for
both prognosis and repair, not to limit the systemanswerto
the location and classification of faults, but to extend it to
include an explanation of whythe fault occurred and the
identification of its possible causes. In the field of
mechanical functioning, qualitative causal models were

available. However,in order to effectively exploit these
models, the complexityof the system’s reasoning scaled up
an order of magnitude. Actually, WHY
is not a typical
learning system, but is rather a general reasoner that
extracts from its a-priori knowledgeas muchinformation
as possible, and tries to drastically reduce the amountof
inductive search to be performed.
Fromthe point of view of its structure as a multistrategy
system, WHY
has the characteristics of a toolbox with
integration, with respect to the use of induction and the
other reasoning mechanisms.In this case, the "strategies"
are whole learning module/systems. Another sense in
which WHY
is a multisU’ategy system, using the toolbox
with integration scheme, is the cooperation between the
learner and the performance module, which exploits both
the target heuristic knowledgeand the causal network, in
case of a difficult classification, not coveredby the learned
heuristic rules.
The peculiar features of WHY
allows tasks, that are
difficult to be perform with other learning systems, to be
realized. For instance, it wasused to investigate the effects
of example order presentation on the learning behavior.
The presence of a causal model allowed the kind of
examplesbest suited to improvelearning in both speed and
quality to be predicted, without relying an experiments
only based on randomorder presentations.
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Moreover, the "human-like" nature of WHY’slearning
methodsmakethe system particularly well suited to model
simple aspects of humanlearning. As an example, we arc
using the system to model conceptual changes in young
students learning elementary physics.

2.3 The system REGAL
The last system we consider is REGAL,
a learner of First
Order Logic concepts based on a genetic algorithm (Neri
Giordana 1995; Neri & Saitta, 1995; Giordana & Neri,
1996). REGAL
learns disjunctive concept descriptions by
exploiting the theory of niches and species formation
(Mahfoud, 1995). Individuals in the population encode
partial solutions, i.e. conjunctive formulas, and the whole
population is a redundantset of these partial solutions, a
subset of which has to be chosen.
Species formation is achieved, in REGAL,
by means of
two basic mechanisms:on one hand, the selection process
is modified by introducing a novel selection operator,
called Universal Suffrage Operator, and, on the other, the
normal population evolution is controlled by a long-term
focusing strategy, handled by a special "supervisor"
process.
The languagefor describing the hypothesesis a subset of
First Order Logic, namely a Horn clause language, in
which terms can be variables or disjunctions of constants
(see, for instance, internal disjunction in Induce(Michalski,
1983)), and negation occurs in a restricted form. The set
admissible formulas (hypotheses) is specified by
LanguageTemplate, which is mappedonto a fixed-length
bit string.
The fitness function, used to evaluate individuals, takes
into account consistency and simplicity of the hypotheses
only, because completeness is taken in care by the
Universal Suffrage selection operator.
In REGAL
there are four types of crossovers: the t~vpoint (De Jong, 1975) and uniform (Syswerda, 1989)
crossovers, and the generalizing and specializing
crossovers, specifically designed for the task at hand.
Finally, a seeding operator, reminiscent of the use of a
"seed" in Induce (Michalski, 1983), returns a formula
coveringa given positive instance.
REGALis a distributed
system, working in a
computational environment consisting of a network of
interconnected subpopulations, exchanging individuals at
each generation. The distributed model envisages a
SUPERVISOR
processor, coordinating a set of Nodal
Genetic Algorithms, each one searching a subset of the
hypothesis space, biased by a different subset of the
learning set. The SUPERVISOR
realizes an explicit longterm strategy aimedat forminga classification theory (i.e.,
a complete concept description), with the help of parallel
evolving populations. The SUPERVISOR
performs two
8
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other fundamental tasks: it periodically extracts a
classification theory from the global population and, when
it finds a satisfactory one, halts the whole system,
accordingto a chosencriterion.
The system REGAL
show a tight integration between
two learning paradigm: symbolic learning and genetic
search. The basic idea motivating the developmentof this
system starts from the consideration that a most critical
issue in learning is computational complexity. Instead of
reducing the hypothesis space through biases, as is done in
most learning systems, we have chosen to leave the search
space (and then the representation language) as wide
possible, while increasing,
on the contrary, the
computational resources dedicated to the search, by
exploiting parallelism.

3 Conclusions
In order to face different classes of learning applications,
we have developed a number of systems with different
characteristics and architectures. The experience gained so
far seems to indicate that the complexity of real-world
tasks requires a matching complexity in the learning
system, in terms of cooperation among components, in
such a way that the system results more flexible and
adaptable to the application needs. On the other hand,
designing more complexsystems is a costly process, both
in terms of resourcesrequired for their realization, and also
in terms of speed and ease of use of the learned knowledge.
This is especially true when a large amountof a-priori
knowledgeis to be encoded, so that the improvementsin
the system outcomesshould compensate the greater costs
andefforts.
The toolbox approach, however,does not require a large
overhead for the integration.
On the other hand, it
introduces a new problem, namely the problem of the
selection. Given a task, there is up to nowno guidance
(except for a few "rules of thumb" only little less than
obvious) to decide what kind of approach or what systemis
likely to give the "best" performances,according to given
criteria.
For multistrategy systems, deciding what components,at
what level of the learning architecture should be put
together is even more difficult,
without a clear
understandingof the waythe single componentsare related
to the features of the task at hand.
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